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COMMI&S\ON£111 OF HIO
I-IWA.VS 
MEMORANDUM 
TO: W, B, Drake 
CO~ONWEALTH OF KENT
UCKY 
DEPARTMENT OF HIGHWA
YS 
FRANKFORT 
October 2, 1964 
Assistant State Highway
 Engineer 
1\0DRESS REFLY T
O 
DEPARTMENT OF HIGH
WAYS 
MATERIALS RESEARC
H LABORATORY 
132 GRAHAM AVENUE 
LEXillGTON 29, KENT
UCKY 
H,L64,9 
SUBJ: Research Repo
rt on Experimental Uses
 of Wet-Bottom-
Boiler Slag as an Aggr
egate in Bituminous Sur
facing; 
KYHPR-64-9, Part II, HP
S-HPR-1(26). 
In order to provide a c
omplete record of the D
epartment's 
research and experimen
tal work pertaining to 
the feasibility of 
utilizing wet-bottom-b
oiler slag as a paving 
aggregate, I have 
assembled here in. one v
olume all the informat
ion and significant 
correspondence which ha
s been accrued thus far
. The most recent 
information acquired is
.Mr, R, L, Florence"s m
emorandum report, 
dated October Z, 1964, 
which is the first atta
chment hereto and 
which is the principal
 issuance with· this tra
nsmittal. Whereas 
Mr, Florence's latest 
report might suffice ·a
lone for selected 
distribution, the addi
tional background infor
mation is included 
for convenience of refe
rence, 
The wetwbottom-boiler s
lag is a furnace ash o
r cinder 
derived from coal.fired
 power·plants. It is a
 counterpart to 
fly ash • in the sense 
that it is quenched in 
water below the 
furnace gratings, wher
eas fly ash is recovere
d from the flues 
and upper drafts of the
 furnace. Fly ash has
 found considerable 
use as a. poz :z:o.! onic adm
ixtu·re in portland ceme
nt c0ncre te, where~ 
as the wet.-bottom~boil
er slag represents a n
ewer innovation in 
power plants and has no
t yet found a comparabl
e use. Hence, the 
establishment of additi
onal power plants of th
is type- in Kentucky 
by T, V. A. or utility 
companies could foresee
 ably produce en-
grossing quantities of
 this material. Its p
otential use as a 
paving aggregate is ev
ident from its appearan
ce, hardness, size, 
and shape. Much of our
 effort thus far has be
en concerned with 
the most direct use of 
this slag - that is use
s which would not 
require crushing or re
processing of the mate
rial in any way, Our 
experiences thus far, 
however, indicate that 
crushing the material 
to a more uniform grada
tion would enhance its 
utilization greatly, 
..r.n·~ 
'--v f{:_ 'l..,~ 
W o B o Drake 
October 2, 1964 
The main features which 
attracted our attention-
to this 
material were its sharp 
edges, irregular shape, 
hardness, and 
glassy appearance; these
, of course, are feature
s which impart 
skid~resistance to a pav
ement- surface, A large 
part of our 
investigation, therefore
, has been concerned with
 the evaluation 
of its skid~resistant qu
alities~- In fact, its f
irst use (as a 
seal-coat aggregate on t
he Clark Memorial Bridge
, Louisville) 
evolved from such consid
eration. Seemingly satis
factory perform-
ance in seal•coat applic
ations led to its use as
· a portion of 
the fine aggregate 1 on _a
n experimental basis, in
 the construction 
of a Class I, Type A, bi
tuminous concrete surfac
e on the 
Drakesboro-Paradise Road
 as described in the _fir
st attachment. 
The production and placem
ent of the mixture was a
ccomplished 
without significant diff
iculties; there was, how
ever, a noticeable 
tenderness in the surfac
ing course ~ which is at
tributable to the 
gradation of·the slag. 
Of· course, the degrees o
f skid~resistance 
achieved through the use-
of· this material and its 
persistence 
with time and wear are f
actors of interest. The
 following 
data are presented on an
 interim-basis and do no
t appear else~ 
where in this report.. T
he average coefficient o
f friction of the 
slag seal on the Clark M
emorial Bridge, as determ
ined by the 
British·Portable Tester,
 July 10 1 1962 1 was 0.44
; on September 4, 
1963 1 the average was.
0.42; on June 23, 1964, t
he average was 0.52, 
The average coefficient 
of friction on the Drake
sboro-Paradise 
Road, August 20, I964 1 w
as 0.50, As a comparativ
e reference, sand· 
asphalt surfaces yield.v
alues-in the order of Oo
60; Kentucky Rock 
Asphalt surfaces yield v
alues in the order of 0.7
0. Surfaces yieldc 
ing values· in the order 
of 0.40 are considered to
 be dangerously slick. 
Our surileillance ·of the 
performance of the Drake
sboro~ 
Paradise Road will contin
ue, and -r:eports will be 
issued from 
time to time, Meanwhile
, I recommend that consi
deration be given to 
an additional experiment
al project, when an opportunity 
arises in 
the vicinity- of a source
 of supply, in which cru
shed (more favor~ 
ably sized) slag might._ br.~ util
ized whol.ly or as a major portio
n of 
the aggregate in surfacin
g mixture similar to san
d•asphalt, 
JHH: s kb 
Attachments 
cc: Research Committee 
Ro 0. Beauchamp 
R. L. Campbell 
T. J. Hopgood 
A. 0. Neiser 
Lamar Riney 
Wo F. Knarr 
Dave Hacker 
Respectf~~~u~itted, 
C) ___ ~~-~-vJ a:::: H. Havens 
Director of Research 
Secretary, Kentucky Highw
ay 
Research Committee 
October 2, 1964 
MEMORANDUM 
TO: J. H. Havens 
Director of Research 
FROM: R, L, Florence ;{?ff 
Research Engineer 
SUBJECT: Construction of a Class I, Type A Surface 
Containing Paradise Slag Aggregate (Elcperi-
mental) Drakesboro-Paradise Road (KY 176); 
SP 89-43-61 
H,l.64.9 
The Drakesboro-Paradise Road (KY 176), extending 2.84 miles 
from its junction with KY 70 at Drakesboro to a point on KY 176 approx-
imately 1.8 miles southwest of Paradise, was surfaced in early August 
with a 1 1/4-in, course of Class I, Type A bituminous concrete con-
taining 40 percent wet-bottom-boiler slag from the T. V .A. p6wer plant 
at Paradise, Kentucky. The use of the slag was on an experimental 
basis, and the objective was to determine the feasibility of utilizing 
the slag as an anti-skid aggregate in other, high-type,bituminous sur-
facing in that area. A laboratory investigation preceded the field 
experiment, and the results therefrom have been reported previously. 
Previous experiences with the use of the slag in seal-coats and slurry-
seals have also been reported, 
The Paradise Plant yields approximately 240 tonp of the slag per 
day, If the slag comprised 40 percent of the hot-mix aggregate, one 
day's production would be sufficient to produce approximately 638 tons 
of surface mixture - this would be sufficient material to place a 
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surface course 1-1
/4 inches thick on
 approximately 3960
 lineal feet 
of 22-foot wide pa
vement. If the sl
ag proves to be of
 value from the 
standpoint of impa
rting anti-skid qu
alities to a surfac
e, it might be 
classed with quart
z sands and specif
ied as an alternat
e thereto, 
Failing to qualify
 in that way would 
not necessarily pr
eclude its use 
as a paving aggreg
ate in situations 
where skid-resista
nt aggregate 
would not be requi
red. The T. V .A. m
ade 1500 tons of th
e slag avail-
able without charg
e for the experime
ntal project. 
The grade and drai
n work on the project w
as completed in the
 fall 
of 1963, Approxim
ately 2 inches of t
raffic-bound limes
tone base had 
been placed on 'the
 finished subgrade
 in the spring of 
1964, In' the 
latter part of Jul
y, 1964, a 4-inch 
course of dense-gr
aded aggregate 
base was placed on
 the roadway. On A
ugust 3rd and 4th, 
1-1/2 inches 
of hot-mix binder 
was placed on the 
primed base. The 
surface course 
containing the exp
erimental, slag ag
gregate was placed
 on August 5th 
and 6th, The tota
l quantity of surf
ace course mixture
 was estimated 
at 2365 tons. A ty
pical section of t
he roadway is show
n in Fig. l, 
The binder and sur
face course mixtur
es were produced an
d laid by 
Dixie Pavers, The
 hot-mix plant was
 located in the Ho
pkinsville Stone 
Company's quarry a
t Hopkinsville (see Fig
. 2). Limestone aggre
gates 
which were blended
 with the TVA slag
 to produce the mi
xtures were 
from the Hopkinsv
ille Stone Company. 
The asphalt cenent
 (PAC-5) was 
from the Lion Oil 
Company. 
The surface course
 mixture was produ
ced at the plant w
ith little 
difficulty, and on
ly minor changes w
ere made in the co
ld-feed and hot-
bin proportions wh
ile the mixture was
 being produced. 
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A "clean" limestone sand was used until 10:40 a.m. on the morning 
of August 5th, This sand was then replaced by a finer limestone sand 
for the remaining portion of the project. The cold-feed was set for 
the following proportions of stockpiled a~egates: 
No, 9 Limestone -------------------- 25% - 27% 
No, 11 Limestone ------------------- 3% - 5% 
Paradise Slag ---------------------- 40% - 42% 
Limestone Sand --------------------- 19% - 21% 
Limestone Dust --------------------- 5% - 6% 
The slag was dispensed from a cold-feed bin (Fig. 3) , The lime-
stone dust was introduced through a mineral filler bin and was weighed 
into the mix, 
The plant was equipped with a 9/16-in, screen, a 1/4-in. screen, 
and a No.-6 screen, The a~egates were weighed from the hot-bins in 
the following proportions: 
Coarse (9/16 in. to 1/4 in,) 30% - 33% 
Intermediate (1/4 in. to No. 6) ----------- 17% - 20% 
Fine (minus No. 6) ------------------------ 44% - 45% 
Limestone Dust --------------------------- 5% - 6% 
Dust collected by the dust collector was returned to the aggregate flow 
at the bottom of the hot-elevator, The optimum percentage of asphalt 
for the mixture, as determined by the design criterion, was 6, 2 percent. 
Samples of the mixture, aggregates , and asphalt cemen~c were taken 
for laboratory testing, Four samples of the mixture were taken August 
5th, and two samples were taken August 6th. Laboratory test results 
on the sampled mixtures were as follows: 
(1" __ --r:'~-h>.J 
i..:...J~:ii· 
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Marshall Stability and Voids Analysis (Reheated Mixtures) 
samp!e No, 
Aug. 5 
9:30 A,M, 
Aug, 5 
9:40 A.M. 
Aug. 5 
3:55 P ,M, 
Aug, 5 
·s:lO P,M, 
Aug, 6 
8:30 A,M, 
Aug, 6 
11:00 A,M, 
AYif"=-' ' ' 
=--.. ,.,..__....,~~. ,:,-
o, 
Limestone 
No. 11 
Limestone 
Slag 
··stability Flow On1.t Wt. Percent \loJ.C!s 
(nux) 
' 
(lbs,) (0,01 in,) 
. 
(lbs/cu.ft.) (aggregate) 
1414 9,5 147.8 5.3 
974 8.5 143,2 7.8 
1331 8,5 146,8 5,6 
899 8,5 140.5 9,9 
1699 11,5 151.0 2.9 
983 7,5 142.1 9.2 
1216 9,0 145.2 6,8 
Bitumen Content CAASHO T-164) (Percent by Wt,) 
Aug, 5, 9:30A.M. ----------------- 5,7 
Aug, 5, 9:40A.M. ----------------- 6.0 
Aug, 5, 3:55P.M.----------------- 5,7 
Aug, 5, 5:10 P,M, ----------------- 5,8 
Aug, 6, 8:30A.M. ----------------- 6,0 
Aug, 6, 11:00 A.M. ---------------- 5~5 
Avg, 0 ~ 0 0 0 0 0 
Gradation of Stock Pile Aggregates 
sieve SJ.ze 
3/§inc Noo4 Noo8 No.i6 No.50 NoolOO 
100 83.5 7.3 0,3 
100 84,7 27.7 8,2 4.4 3.4 
100 99,7 95.3 43.8 5.7 2.2 
16.7 
19,5 
17.4 
20,9 
15.2 
19,7 
18,2 
Noo2DO 
1.9 
0.9 
Coarse Limes.,-
Sand 100 96,8 69.8 19.8 6.0 2.3 
Fine Limes. -
Sand 100 99.3 76.0 55.1 14.9 6.7 
Limestone 
Dust 100 96.2 75,5 45.8 
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Gradation of Extracted Aggregate, in Percent Passing 
sampie 
No. 
ug, 
9:30 A,M, 
Aug, 5 
g·: lfO A,M, 
Aug, 5 
3:55 P,M, 
Aug, 5 
5:10 P,M, 
Aug, 6 
100 
100 
100 
100 
8:30 A,M, 100 
Aug, 6 
ll: 00 A,M, 100 
Avg, 100 
Gradation 
Limits 100 
378m. 
97,4 
97.1 
96,5 
97.4 
s~eve S1Ze 
No.4 No.8 No.l6 No.50 
76.2 65.0· 40.6 14.4 
73,3 63.6 37.7 10,7 
71.4 58.6 33.1 11.2 
72.6 58,8 33.0 9,4 
97,1 72,9 60.9 32.3 15.7 
97,9 73.2 60,0 33,0 9.5 
97.2 73,3 61,2 35.0 11.8 
80-100 55-75 35-60 25-50 9-21 
No.ioo No.2bo 
8.1 4.9 
5.2 3.0 
6,7 4.0 
5.1 2. 9 
9.8 
5,0 
6.6 
5-14 
6.0 
2.8 
3.9 
3-7 
The laboratory test results indicate that the asphalt content of 
the mixture ran 0,2 to 0,5 percentage points below the design asphalt 
content of 6,2 percent, Tests performed on the aggregate extracted 
fr'om samples of the mix indicate that the gradation was often above 
the upper specification limit on the No. 8 sieve and often near or 
below the specification limit on the No. 100 and 200 sieve. This 
gradation problem was anticipated from the preliminary Marshall design 
performed for the project, The void contents of the mixture were higher 
than they should be for a dense, surface-type mixture. The high void 
contents can be attributed partially to the poor gradation and low 
asphalt content, 
No problems were encountered in laying the mixture. The mix was 
laid with two Cedarapids Pavers (Fig. 4), and was compacted with a 
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three-wheel, breakdown roller (Fig. 5); a pneUJJBtic-tired, intermedi-
ate roller' (Fig, 6); and a tandem, finish roller (Fig. 7). The 
finished surface had a neat, uniform appearance (Fig, 8) • 
Samples were cut from the finished surface course. The following 
test results were obtained by District 2 personnel: 
Density (Based on weight in air and in water) 
~e Location 
24+00 
50+00 
71+00 
87+00 
100+00 
Avg, 
Density (lbs. per cu. ft.) 
138.9 
132.5 
143.3 
132.4 
138.0 
137.0 
The average of the field densities was 94 percent of the average, 
Marshall density, and the density of the compacted mixture varied as 
much as 11 lbs, per cu. ft. One of the pavement samples was also 
tested by Research Division personnel, and the following results were 
obtained: 
Sta, 87+00 - 134.5 lbs./cu.ft. (by weighing in air and in water) 
121,3 lbs./cu.ft. (based on measured, gross, 
dimensional volume) 
Samples of the binder-course mixture and of the compacted binder 
course were also taken for laboratory testing. The following test 
results were obtained: 
Marshall Stability and Density (Reheated Binder) 
Sample No, 
I 
2 
3 
Stab1hty 
(lbs,) 
2335 
2708 
2564 
2536 
Flow 
(0.01 in.) 
10.5 
12.5 
10.5 
11.0 
Un1t We1ght 
(lbs./cu/ft.) 
146.2 
148.1 
147.2 
14'lo2 
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Pavement Density (Binder Course) 
Density Clbs./cu.ft.) 
·Location Weight ln Air and Water WeJ.ghmg and Measur:tng 
13+00 
34+00 
50+00 
70+00 
90+00 
110+00 
138.1 
140.8 
139,3 
141.2 
141.9 
141.3 
140.4 
132.2 
133.8 
129.9 
133.6 
139.8 
134.8 
134.0 
Skid tests and air-permeability tests were perfonned on the 
finished surface on August 20th, The skid test results have not been 
analyzed at present. The results of the air-permeability tests are 
presented below: 
Air-Permea.bili ty 
Sta, 24+00, right lane; 119 ml./min. at 0.25 in. of water pressure 
and l24°F. 
Stao 50+00, left lane; 283 ml./min. at 0.25 in. of water pressure 
and l30°F. 
Sta, 71+00, left lane; impermeable 
Sta. 87+00, left lane; 188 ml. /min. at 0.25 in. of water pressure 
and 125°F. 
Stao 100+00, left lane; 69 ml./min. at 0.25 in. of water preSs~e 
and l25°F. 
The a.ir-permeability test results appear to correlate with the 
densities as measured by District personnel. It is anticipated that 
a:lr-permeability tests and skid tests will be repeated seasonally so 
tlla·t any significant changes arising with time and from traffic may 
be recorded. 
The primary problem presented by the use of the slag is its 
gradation, Between 75 to 90 percent of the slag aggregate lies with-
:i,n the No. 8 - to No. 50-sieve range. The maximum amount of No. 8 
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to No. 50 material that the Specifications will allow to be incorpor-
ated into a Type A surface is 51 percent, Ideally, this proportion 
of No. 8 to No. 50 material should be between 30 and 35 percent. When 
the slag is used to supply 40 percent of the total aggregate, it alone 
contributes from 30 to 35 percent of No. 8 to No. 50 material. In 
the experimental surface, the proportion of No. 8 to No. 50 material 
was approximately 50 percent. This excessive bulk of material has 
the effects of reducing the density and stability of the mixture. If 
the slag is to find much favor as a blending aggregate and before it 
can be used conveniently to supplant natural sand in surface-course 
mixtures, its gradation would have to be altered - by crushing. Any 
further conclusions with regard to the skid-resistance or durability 
of the experimental surface course must be deferred to some ·future 
time and until further tests and observations of the performance of 
the surface have been made. 
RLF:lga 
ll __ ~0 
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Fig. 1. 
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Typical Section of Dnlicesboro-Paradise Road 
Fig. 2. View of Hot-Mix Plant 
Prime Coat 
4" QG.A. 
"r.a.M. 
Fig. 3. Overall Vi<M of
 Cold-Feed Hoppers. The
 No. 11 limestone was 
fed from the left bin, s
lag from the center bin., 
and limestone 
sand fr= the right bin. 
No. 9' limestone was deliv
ered from 
the stockpile on a separ
ate conveyor belt, shown 
at the extreme 
right. No difficulty wa
s experienced in feeoing 
the slag uni-
formly from the cold-fee
d hopper. 
Fig. 4. View of Cedarap
ids Pavers. A hot, cente
rline lOint was obtained 
by operating two pavers. 
tr. ~ :7,J.. 
·""C.~ 
Fig. 5. Three..:.Wheeled, Breakdown Roller 
Fig. 6. PneUlllatic-Tired, Intermediate Roller 
u--:., rr"f'.F-
,;.;,,_:,Jj 
f 
I 
Fig. 7. Tandem, Fi
nish Roller 
Fig. 8. Finished P
avement 
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MEMORANDUM 
TO: 
ATT: 
.FROM: 
SUBJECT: 
April 22, I 964 
B. T. Bell 
Director of Design 
S. T. Collier 
Engineer of Specifications
 
c 
0 
Water."Granulated, Wet"'B
ottom Boiler Slag; 
Experimental Bituminous
 Concrete Pavement 
Project, Muhlenberg County, SF 
89~43, 
Drakesboro - Paradise 
p 
Preliminary discussions., 
concerning the use of 
this slag-type aggregate i
n a bituminous concrete s
urface course 
in !:leu of natural sand for
 the subject road, were held in Ja
nuary 
y 
of ihis year, in the Madis
onville District Office. F
ollowing these 
discussions .• a series of l
aboratory tests including 
pavement 
mixture designs have been
 made in the Research Di
vision's labora-
to.r·y. The Research Divi
sion has 1·ecommended an
 ex.perimental 
project on tht8 sv.hject roado I am
 attaching copies of Mr, H
avenS 1 
memorandum to me on the
 subject project, including a spec
ial 
provision conc~'rning fhe us
e of tlw experimental agg
regate. The 
attachrnent will be sent to
 the Distl'ict and De si.gn D
ivision. I am 
of the opinhm that if this ex
perimental project does prove su
ccess~ 
fu1, we will have available 
an additional type of mate
rial for use 
in hit.urninov..s c.o:~J.c:rete· 1YJ
.iXt\:lres .. 
WBD:skb 
cc: D. H. Bray 
A. 0. Neiser 
Lamar Riney 
J o H~ 1-Ia\;ce:ns 
Assistant State Highway E
ngineer 
6,1':"":~ 
; :...;~__;i_.: jj 
c 
0 
p 
April 16, 1964 
MEMORANDUM H. 1. 64. 9 
TO: 
FROM: 
SUBJECT: 
REF: 
W. B. Drake 
Assistant State Highway Engineer 
Jas. H. Havens 
Director of Research 
Water-Granulated, Wet-Bottom Boiler Slag; 
Experimental Bituminous Concrete Pavement 
Project, Muhlenberg County, SF 89-43, Drakes-
boro - Paradise Road. 
Your Memorandum, February 7, 1 964 
y 
Furnished herewith are copies of a memorandum report, 
prepared by R. L. Florence, which cover13 our investigation of the 
feasibility of using wet-bottom boiler slag from the Paradise TVA 
Power Plant in hot-mix asphalt surfacing. The report is somewhat 
discouraging inasmuch as certain difficulties are foreseen in the 
manufacture of a paving mixture unless the slag is crushed and graded 
in the process. Actually, Mr. Florence's report indicates that a 
Class I, Type A grading was produced in the laboratory and from the 
limestone sands available in the area; however, the final gradings 
obtained were periously close to the limits of the specifications; and 
I am of the opinion that the mixture might be critical under field-
control conditions if these particular gradations of limestone sands 
wera to be used. 
We have further explored the possibility of producing a 
sand-asphalt mixture; but, inasmuch as the slag contains approximately 
twenty per cent (20o/o) material which is coarser than the No. 8 screen, 
it is not considered to be suitable for this use unless it is crushed and 
sized to pass the No. 8 screen. Moreover, we have explored the Asphalt 
Institute's No. IVa and No VII mixes and find that they are not achievable 
with th.is slag aggregate without resorting to the use of specially crushed 
limestone sand nominally passing the No. 16 or No. 30 sieves. 
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The obvious conclusion is that either the slag should be 
crushed and sized or else the limestone blending sands will have to be 
crashed and sized in such a way as to produce a combination of sands 
which have more desirable uniform gradations. 
The same kind of difficulty arose in our earlier investiga-
tl'm •o•f th6 possible use of this material as a slurry-seal aggregate, 
and this further substantiates our opinion that the use of the materiaL 
Is Hmited in a practical way to chip-seal applications unless it is more 
uniformly graded from coarse to fine. From this standpoint, the versa-
tility of the material would be greatly enhanced if it were run through a 
hammermJH or some other type of crusher. Ideally, the material should 
be graded so that it could serve wholly as the fine aggregate in the Class I 
Type A, surface mLx (supplemented perhaps by mineral filler) or as a 
sand for a hot· mixed sand .• asphalt (wholly or in combination with lime-
stone sand}o 
A proposed special provision covering the experimental use 
ol' the slag 3.s al.so attached hereto. No option has been allowed the con-
tr'actor Insofar as the experimental aspects of the project are conce:tned. 
:MoreovE•r, no• adjustment has been provided for the higher specific gravity 
of the slag. 
COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY 
DEPARTMENT OF HIGHWAYS 
Special Provision 
For 
EXPERIMENTAL USE OF WET-BOTTOM BOILER SLAG IN CLASS I, 
TYPE A, BITUMINOUS CONCRETE PAVEMENT: MUHLENBERG 
COUNTY, SF 89-43, DRAKESBORO-PARADISE ROAD 
This Special Provision provides for the experimental ,use of 
wet-bottom boiler slag from the TVA, steam-generating plant at 
Paradise, Kentucky, in Class I, Type A, bituminous concrete sur-
facing in Heu of silica (quartziferious) sand and shall be applicable 
to the in.di.vidual project indicated. and shall supersede all conflicting 
provisions of the Department's Stand~d ~pecific:!:ti~!_ fo'!:_ Ro~~~d 
-B::i~~. C~~t.E:':!_Ctl~. 
The mixture used in the final surface cburse shall contain, in 
lieu of silica lquartziferous) sand, wet-bottom .. b"oih>r slag in the pro-
portions of not less than 40 per cent of the total, combined, coarse and 
fine aggregates. Other fine aggregates, including mineral filler, when 
used, shall meet the quality requirements of Article 7. 3. 0 or as other-
·wise p::rovided on the plans or in the proposal. The gradation of the fine 
aggregat ~·s shall be su.do that., when combined with the coarse aggregate, 
the co•mbi:•!.ed gradation will comply with the requirements specified for 
tne co:mp~or~dtio:n of the mixture. 
March 20, 19
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MEMORAND
UM 
TO: J
 as. H. Have
ns 
Director of R
esearch 
FROM: R
. L, Florence/~/_
/ 
Research En
gineer 
SUBJECT: W
ater-Granula
ted, Wet-Bo
ttom-Boiler 
Slag 
as a Hot-Mix
 Aggregate 
H. 1. 64. 9 
RE: 
Memorandum
 to J, H. Hav
ens, Directo
r of Research
, 
"Experiment
al Bituminou
s Concrete P
avement Pro
ject, 
Muhlenberg C
ounty - SP 8
9-43 - Drake
sboro - Para
dise 
Road - High 
Type Surfacin
g (A:cess Road 
to Paradise 
Plant)," from W
, B. Drake, 
Assistant Sta
te Highway 
Engineer, da
ted February
 7, 1964. 
Samples of a
ggregates us
ed in prelimi
nary Marsha
ll designs 
of surface m
ixtures for t
he Paradise 
Plant access
 road were r
eceived at 
the Laborato
ry on Februa
ry 13. The a
ggregates su
bmitted were
 slag from 
a stockpile a
t the Paradis
e Plant, a No
. 9 limestone
 and a limest
one sand 
from the Hop
kinsville Ston
e Company a
nd, a No. 9 l
imestone and
. a lime-
stone sand fr
om the Green
ville Quarries. 
The purpose 
of the study i
s to 
investigate t
he possibility
 of substituti
ng the slag f
or the natura
l sand which 
is normally 
required in h
igh-type surf
ace course m
ixtures. The
 slag is 
produced at 
the Paradise
 Plant at an a
pproximate r
ate of 240 ton
s per 24 
hours. 
Laboratory test results on the aggregates are as follows: 
Gradation (Percent Passing) 
Hopkinsville Stone Co. 
Sieve Size Paradise Slag No. 9 Limes. Sand 
1/2 inch 100 100 100 
3/8 inch 100 86. 4 100 
No. 4 98.6 14. 8 99. 6 
No. 8 80. 1 1. 7 95. 0 
No. 16 34.8 1. 2 73. 2 
No. 50 5. 1 1.0 17. 3 
No. 100 2. 0 o. 9 5. 3 
No. 200 o. 7 o. 7 2.4 
Paradise Slag: Bulk "Specific Gravity (S. S.D. ) 
Bulk Specific Gravity (0. D.) 
Apparent Specific Gravity 
Water Absorption (Percent) 
Greenville Quarries 
No. 9 Limes. Sand 
100 100 
93. 2 100 
33. 3 99. 2 
7. 0 79. 4 
3.4 57. 0 
1.7 28. 6 
1.3 17. 9 
1.0 9. 9 
2. 7 9 
2.76 
2. 82 
o. 54 
Hardness (moh scale) approximately 7 (quartz) 
Los Angeles Abrasion (percent wear) 26. 
Hop1vil.le Lirree: Bulk Specific Gravity (S. S.D.) 
Bulk Specific Gravity (0. D.) 
Apparent Specific Gravity 
Water Absorption (Percent) 
Greenvine Iirree: Bulk Specific Gravity (S. S.D.) 
Bulk Specific Gravity (0, D.) 
Apparent Specific Gravity 
Water Absorption (Percent) 
2. 67 
2.64 
2. 72 
o. 93 
2.67 
2.64 
2. 71 
1.0 
The Paradise Slag is a "short" graded material, approximately 7 0 percent 
of which lies within the No. 8 to No. 30 sieve range. The gradation of the 
slag is very similar to the gradation of wet-bottom-boiler slag from the 
Clifty Creek Power Plant at Madison, Indiana. The material from Indiana 
is distributed in this area by Black Beauty of Ohio, Inc., Cincinnati, Ohio. 
The slag material from Indiana was used in a seal coat on the Clark Memorial 
Bridge at Louisville in 1961 1• In 1962 a short section of shoulder on the 
I De en, Robert, C,, "Seal-Coat Application to Clark Memorial Bridge," 
Highway Research Laboratory, Kentucky Department of Highways, 
February, 1962. 
'(f'"~·-1'110 
~~"itA# 
North-South Expressway in Louisville received a slurry-seal incorporating 
the Indiana slag as an aggregate. 2 The slag material from the Paradise 
Plant was used late in 1963 as a cover aggregate for A-2 seals placed in 
the Madisonville District. During October and November 1963, samples 
of the Paradise slag were obtained to investigate the materials potential 
as a slurry-seal aggregate. It was concluded, from the examination of 
slurry mixtures made in the laboratory, that the gradation of the slag 
was such that the proper slurry consistency could only be obtained by 
blending the slag with large amounts of other fine aggregates. 
3 
A Marshall mix design was performed on a blend of the slag 
and the aggregates from the Hopkinsville Stone Company; and, a Marshall 
mix design was performed on a blend of the slag and the aggregates from 
the Greenville Quarries. The mixtures met the composition requirements 
for Class I- Type A Surface (Amendment No, 45). The results of the 
Marshall designs are attached. For the Marshall designs the aggregates 
from the two quarries were combined with the slag sand in the following 
proportions: 
Mix No, l: 40% Paradise Slag Sand, 
27% No. 9 Limestone, Hopkinsville Stone Co., 
20% Limestone Sand, Hopkinsville Stone Co,, and 
3% Limestone Filler, (minus No. 200 sieve materiall. 
Mix No. 2: 40% Paradise Slag Sand 
38% No. 9 Limestone, Greenville Quarries, 
20% Limestone Sand, Greenville Quarries, and 
2% Limestone Filler, (minus No. 200 sieve material). 
Florence, R. L., "Slurry Seal Maintenance and Test Applications 
of 1962, 11 Highway Research Laboratory, Kentucky Department of 
Highways, April, 1963. 
3Memorandum to J. H. Havens, Director of Research, from 
R. L. Florence, Research Engineer, "Paradise Steam Plant 
Slag Aggregate, 11 dated January 9, 1964, Division of Research, 
File No. H. l. 64. 7. 
'()' !'!~·) 
.<.v":t:..~ 
The gradations of the b
lended aggregates and 
the Class I-Type A gra
dation 
limits are given below
: 
Sieve Size Mix N
o. 1 Mix No. 2 
Gradation Limits 
1 I 2 inch 100 
100 100 
318 inch 95. 0 
98. 8 80 - 1
00 
No. 4 67. 9 
74.2 55 - 75 
No. 8 54.6 
52. 6 35 - 60 
No. 16 31. 9
 28. 6 
25 - 50 
No. 50 8. 9
 1 o. 3 
9 - 21 
No. 100 5. 
2 6. 9 
5 - 14 
No. 200 4. 0
 4.7 
3 - 7 
It may be noted that bo
th combined gradings b
arely meet the gradatio
n 
limits. In fact, the g
radation of :Mix No. l f
alls outside the lower l
imit 
on the No. 50 sieve by 
0. 1 percentage points. 
This can be easily re-
medied by adding more
 filler material. The 
gradation of Mix No. 2
 is 
close to the upper lim
it on the No. 4 sieve a
nd is close to the lowe
r limit 
on the No. 50 sieve. V
ery little can be done i
n proportioning the ag
gre-
gate blend for Mix No. 
2 to improve its gradat
ion. 
It may be noted, from 
the Marshall test resu
lts attached, that 
the void contents of the
 Marshall specimens w
ere too high to meet ac
ceptable 
mix design criteria. T
he usual mix design cr
iteria applied to surfac
e course 
mixtures containing I I 2 inc
h top size aggregates 
are as follows: 
Test Property 
Stability (lbs.) 
Flow (0. 01 inches) 
Voids in the Mixture (perce
nt) 
Voids in the Aggregate
 (percent) 
Minimum 
500 
8 
3 
15 
Maximum 
18 
5 
Mix No. 1, incorporat
ing Greenville Quarries' lim
estone, come 
closer than Mix No. 2
, incorporating the Ho
pkinsville Stone Compa
ny's 
limestone, to meeting
 the design criteria. T
he high void contents o
f both 
mixtures can be direct
ly attributed to the "sh
ort" grading of the sla
g sand. 
This problem is simila
r to that which we have
 encountered by using 
a large 
··proportion of Ohio Ri
ver sand in surface co
urses. The bulk of the
 slag sand 
lies within the No. 8 to
 No. 30 sieve range; w
hereas, the bulk of the
 Ohio 
River sand lies within 
the No. 16 to No. 50 si
eve range, 
As the slag sand does 
not readily meet the gr
ading limits for 
Class I- Type A surfac
e, when blended with t
he limestone aggregat
es sub-
mitted for testing, cal
culations were made to
 determine if the mater
ial 
would more readily me
et the grading limits fo
r Class I- Type L surfa
ce 
when blended with the same limestone aggregates. The calculations 
indicated it would be just as difficult to meet the Class I- Type L 
gradation requirement as it is to meet the Class I- Type A gradation 
requirement using the material as it is presently graded, 
It would be very advantageous if the slag were crushed so 
as to produce a "longer" graded material. A small portion of the slag 
sample was crushed by passing it once through a small hammer mill. 
The crushed material had the following gradation: 
Sieve Size Percent Passing 
3/8 inch 100 
No. 4 99.9 
No. 8 98.7 
No, 16 7 3. 2 
No. 30 40.6 
No. 50 18. 3 
No. 100 6. 0 
No. zoo 5. 8 
Crushing improved the gradation of the slag by reducing the 
fraction of material within the No. 8 to No. 30 sieve range by 12 per-
centage points. Crushing should facilitate the use of the material with 
respect to meeting surface course gradation limits, and should improve 
on the quality of a hot-mix incorporating the material. Crushing will 
also rceduce, or possibly eliminate, the amount of fine aggregate re-
quired for blending to rneet the gradation rc:quirenwnt for slurry-seal 
aggregate. If the gradation of the slag is not improved, by some method, 
it will often be difficult to meet surface course gradation requirements, 
and poor quality surface course mixtures will be produced, 
RLF:afj 
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MU10RANDUM 
TO: 
FROM: 
SUBJECT: 
February 7, 1961!
 
James H. Havens 
Director of Rese
arch 
W, B. Drake 
Experimental Bit
uminous Concre.te
 Pavement Project 
Nuhlenberg Count
y - 3-P 89-1!3 - D
rakesboro-Paradis
e 
Road - High Type
 Surfacing (Access R
oad to Paradise 
Plant) 
On January 7th N
r. s. T. Collier
 and I visited th
e 
Madisonville Di
strict Office for
 a conference w
ith Hr. Lamar 
Riney and member
s of his staff vJ
i th representativ
es from the 
Tennessee Valley
 Authority. Tho
se attending from
 TVA were 
Mr. \villiam E. D
ean, Jr., Chief, 
Power Research S
taff, Mr. 
Harry.Balzan, Po
wer Research Sta
ff arid Hr. W. N. 
Calvert, 
Head, Highway En
gineer. 
The discussion c
entered around t
he economical us
e of 
water granulated
, ~<~et bottom boi
ler slag being p
roduced at the 
Paradise Steam P
lant. This mate
rial is a very ha
rd and 
apparently durab
le aggregate and
 was used to a l
imited extent 
late last year f
or cover materia
l on A-2 type se
al installations
 
in the Madisonv
ille District, P
reliminary tests
 by the District
 
Haterials Engine
er and the !1ater
ial Laboratory in
 Frankfort 
indicated that th
ere maybe merit 
in using this m
aterial for 
anti-skid aggreg
ate in hot-mix b
ituminous-concre
te surface 
courses. As you
 know there is a
n area in the st
ate (inland 
away from the na
tural sand courc
es) in which anti-sk
id aggregate 
are rather expen
sive. 
· · 
I am of ·the opin
ion that it woul
d be worthwhile 
to build 
a test section o
f pavement using
 the subject slag in 
lieu of 
natural sand in 
the surface cour
se. The Tenness
ee Valley Author
-
ity engineers ha
ve offered to su
pply the Departm
ent of High~<~ays 
with a sufficien
t quantity of su
bject slag at no cost
 for the 
surface course o
f the subject project
. Hill you please pr
oceed 
with the necessa
ry laboratory te
sting of samples
 that have been 
submitted by the
 District Hater
ial engineer to 
determine the 
necessary bitumi
nous-concrete mi
x designs, 
James H. Havens - 2 - February 7, 196lt 
I am attaching a copy of Hr. ivilliam E. Dean, Jr.'s 
letter of January 31st to l1r. Lamar Riney confirming the 
agreement to supply the aggregate at no cost to the Depart-
ment. After you have determined the necessary bituminous 
mixtures designs and the special provisions that maybe 
required please cooperate with the Design Division in 
drawing up the project proposal. 
WBD:skb 
Attachments 
cc: D. H. Bray 
A. 0. Neiser 
H. T. Bell 
S. T, Collier 
Lamar Riney 
State Highway Engineer 
c 
Madisonville, Kentucky 0 
February 3, 1964 
MEMORANDUM 
TO: W. B. DRAKE 
ASSISTANT STATE HIGHWAY ENGINEER 
FROM: 
SUBJECT: 
LAMAR RINEY 
DISTRICT ENGINEER 
MUHLENBERG COUNTY 
SP 89-43 
DRAKESBORO-PARADISE ROAD 
HIGH TYPE SURFACING 
p 
y 
Attached is a letter from Mr. William E. Dean, 
J:r., Chief, Power Research Staff, Tennessee Valley Authority, 
Chattanooga, Tennessee, agreeing to furnish the Department 
without granulated boiler slag from their ll'aradise Ste.am 
Generating Plant to be used as an experiment in the -surfacing 
on the subject project as discussed in our meeting here in 
the District Office on January 7. 
advise. 
LR:jh 
Attachment 
If. any additional information is needed, please 
cc: A. 0. Neiser 
S. T. Collier 
Mr. Lamar Riney,
 District Enginee
r 
Department of Hig
hways 
Box 111 
Madisonville, Ken
tucky 
Dear Mr. Riney: 
c 
January 31, 1964 
This confirms our
 discussion of Jan
uary 7 regarding t
he 
experimental use 
of Paradise slag a
s a skid-resistant
 
aggregate in the r
oad to be construc
ted between Drake
sboro 
and Paradise. Fo
r this purpose, TV
 A will make availa
ble 
to the Kentucky D
epartment of High
ways a quantity of
 slag 
~:stimated not to ex
ceed 1500 tons, w
ithout charge. 
It is understood th
at the contractor s
elected by the stat
e 
·will load the slag
 at points designat
ed by the superinte
ndent 
of fue Paradise St
eam Plant, and wi
ll haul it along rou
tes 
within the reserva
tion which he spec
ifies. 
Very truly yours, 
0 
p 
y 
TENNESSEE VALL
EY AUTHORITY 
Signed by 
William E. Dean, 
Jr. 
Chief, Power Res
earch Staff 
January 1 0, 1964 
MEMORANDUM H. 1. 64. 7 
TO: W. B. Drake . 
FROM: 
Ass.istant State H~· hwa:J';,ieer 
James H .. Haven . .q-. t;/ff 
Director of Res ch 
SUBJECT: Wet-Bottom Slag; Paradise Steam Plant. 
For your information in connection with our discussions 
and your recent visit to Madisonville, I am transmitting herewith 
a copy of a memorandum report prepared by R. L. Florence 
which pertains to investigations and testing conducted by the 
Research Division thus far, You will note that the· work thus 
far is concerned with the use of the slag in slurry-seal mixtures. 
As yet, we have made no tests on hot, bituminous mixtures. 
JHH:skb 
Enclosures 
January 9, 1964 
MEMORANDUM H. l. 64. 7 
TO: Jas. H. Havens 
Director of Research 
FROM: R. L. Florence .y-'1' __ ,. 7" 1/7C/ 7 
Research Engineer · 
RE: Paradise Steam Plant Slag Aggregate 
This past October Mr. Guy Borders, Chief Maintenance Engineer, 
requested that the Research Division investigate the possibilities of using 
crushed ash or "slag" from the power plant at Paradise, Ky. as a slurry 
seal aggregate. 
from 
City. 
Personnel of the Research Division obtained a sample of the slag 
a stockpile at the Highway Department's Maintenance Barn in Central 
The following test results were obta.inecl on this sample of material: 
Bulk Specific Gravity {S. S.D. ) 
Bulk Specific Gravity (0. D.) 
Apparent Specific Gravity 
Water Absorption (percent) 
Hardness {moh scale) 
Gradation 
2.79 
2.78 
2.82 
0. 54 
approximately 7 {quartz) 
Sieve Size Percent Passing 
3/8 in. 100 
No. 4 98. 7 
No. 8 82.5 
No. 16 33.8 
No. 30 11. 8 
No. 50 4.-8 
No. 100 1.8 
No. zoo 0.9 
J, H. Havens 
- 2 - J
anuary 9, 1964 
Several trial batches of 
slurry were made up usin
g the slag, a 
limestone sand, and port
land cement filler. In th
ese trial batches it was 
necessarY'to use a large
 proportion of limestone
 sand to gain the proper 
slurry consistency. The
 consistency of the slurr
y was improved with eac
h 
increase in the proportio
n of limestone sand. 
Shortly after the sample 
of slag was obtained, a s
econd sample 
of the slag was received 
at the Laboratory from t
he Materials Division. 
The specific gravity and 
gradation of this materia
l was very close to that 
obtained on the earlier s
ample. 
Two quart cans of the m
aterial were received fro
m Dave Arnall 
of the Materials Division
 at the end of October. O
ne can contained fine 
material remaining from
 the Los Angeles Abrasio
n Test and the other can 
contained three pieces of
 the slag. A notation on
 one can indicated that th
e 
material was sampled fro
m a storage lake at the P
aradise Plant and that 
the material was receive
d at the Materials Divisi
on in 6-in. to 10-in. 
pieces. Later, Dave Ar
nall gave us the followin
g information on the 
material over the teleph
one: 
Specific Gravity 
2. 84 
Los Angeles Abrasion (percen
t wear) 26 
Sodium Sulfate Soundness
 (percent loss) 0, 1 
The specific gravities of
 the three pieces of slag 
r·eceived in the 
quart can were determin
ed by weighing in air and
 water. 
Specimen No. 
1 
z 
3 
Combined Specific Gravi
ty 
Specific Gravity 
2.72 
2.85 
3.08 
z. 90 
As the specific gravity o
f the large pieces vary o
ver a wide range, the 
values obtained on the cr
ushed material are proba
bly most representative 
of the average value for 
the material. 
RLF:mkb 
MEMORANDUM 
TO: 
SUBJECT: 
A. 0. Neiser 
Assistant State Highway Engineer 
Seal-Coat Application to 
Clark Memorial Bridge 
D. l. 7. 
B. 2. 2. 1. 
The concrete in the deck of the Clark Memorial Bridge between 
Louisville, ·Kentucky, and Jeffersonville, Indiana, is in a badly deterio-
rated condition. This concrete is over 33 years old and is showing severe 
freeze- and thaw-damage. The approach ramps are in particularly poor 
condition. 
1n an effort to provide a non- skid surface until such time as 
traffic could be re-routed over the new bridges in the area, a sand 
asphalt surface was placed in the fall of 1958. Early in 1960, a con-
siderable percentage of the area of the concrete deck popped off and 
in doing so removed the thin surface course with it. Patching of the 
failed areas became rather critical in the later winter and early spring. 
It appears that a combination of freezing and thawing and vibra-
tional effects from traffic has produced the popping-off of the concrete 
deck. With this in mind, it was proposed that a light-weight bituminous 
concrete mix developed in the laboratory be used as a two-inch thick 
insulating course and covered with a sand-asphalt surface. The objective 
in this proposal was to seal out surface moisture and to absorb some 
of the impact and vibrational loading of the heavy axles using the bridge. 
After receiving bids for this proposal, the Maintenance Division decided 
that the bids were too high, inasmuch as the surfacing contemplated 
A. 0. Neiser 
- 2 - February 19, 1962 
was to be used only until replacement of the.deck could be scheduled. 
Alternatively, the Maintenance Division decided to seal the deck with 
an RS-2 emulsified asphalt containing approximately 2-1/2 percent 
neoprene rubber latex. The cover stone used was a black, wet-bottom 
boiler slag. Mr. Robert C. Deen has discussed the construction of the 
seal coat in the attached memorandum. 
Although excessive cover aggregate was applied, there have 
been some losses of aggregate by traffic action. The seal coat appears 
to have lessened the penetration of water into the concrete deck. Sur-
face failures have not been as extensive thus far this winter as they 
were previously; although, major repairs have been made on areas 
where the concrete deck material itself has popped off. 
WBD:dl 
Enc. 
cc: Research Committee Members 
Bureau of Public Roads {3) 
Respectfully submitted, 
~ 
W. B. Drake 
Director of Research 
January 26, 1962 
MEMORANDUM 
TO: 
FROM: 
SUBJECT: 
W. B. Drake 
Director of Research 
Robert C. De en 
Research Engineer Senior 
Seal Coat Application to 
Clark Memorial Bridge 
B.2.2.1. 
The maintenance of the surface of the approach ramps 
and bridge deck of the CLark Memorial Bridge in Lou~sville has pre-
sented certain problems over the past few years. The ramps at each 
end of the bridge are rather steep, and on the Louisville side the 
ramp intersects Main Street where traffic n10vements are.con,trolled 
by traffic signals. Thus, the northbound traffic accelerating upgrade 
from a stop and the southbound traffic braking to a stop on the down-
grade present two very severe conditions that the surface must with·· 
stand. The increased use of salt for snow and ice removal has also 
contributed to deterioration of the surface. 
In the summer of 1958, it was found necessary tore-
surface Clark Memorial Bridge. The Research Division recommended 
the use of a sil.ica sand-asphaLt surface on the basis of promising 
results from laboratory testing and the success of similar resurfac-
ing in New York. The laboratory work done in designing the sand-
asphalt mixture and the record of construction have been reported 
previously. •:• 
•:' Florence, R. L., "The Design of Thin, Silica Sand-Asphalt Wear-
ing Surfaces for Highways and Bridges," Reports of the Highway 
Materials Research Laboratory, Vol. XIV, 1959, pp. 253-310. 
Strunk, L. H., "Bridge Resurfacing with Silica Sand-Asphalt 
Mixture," ibid., Vol. XIII, 1958, pp. 334-367. 
c. r~-"":.1 
·'·· .1 
W" B,Drake 
- 2 -
January 26, 1962 
In March, 1961, a pe
rformance report~' was 
made in-
dicating the condition
 of the ramps and br
idge deck at various 
times 
since resurfacing in
 1958, The condition
 of the bridge deck a
t the time 
of the last performan
ce survey (March, 1960) 
was such that some 
repair work and patc
hing was required in
 the spring of 1960, 
It was 
also noted that portio
ns of the concrete de
ck would eventually h
ave to 
be removed and repl
aced, but it was hope
d that this type of wo
rk 
could be deferred thr
ough maintenance un
til. construction has 
been 
completed on the new
 bridge across the O
hio, 
Accordingly, the fea
sibility of using light
 weight l;>i.tu-
minous concrete for
 resurfacing was inv
estigated in the labo
ratory 
by the Research Div
ision, A light weigh
t resurfacing was de
emed 
necessary because o
f dead weight co,.,sid
erations in the bridge
 de sign. 
After some study the
 Research Division 
submitted a recomme
ntled 
"Special Provision fo
r Light Weight Bitum
inous Concrete" and
 a 
"Proposal for Resur
facing Clark Memor
ial Bridge" (transmitted t
o 
the Director of Main
tenance, April ZO, 1
961) making use of a mixt
ure 
of expanded shale ag
gregate and PAC-3, 
After the Maintenanc
e 
Division had receive
d and reviewed bids 
submitted by contrac
tors for 
this resurfacing, it 
was decided not to re
surface the approach
es and 
the bridge during 196
1. Instead, the Main
tenance Division pro
posed 
to seal the approach
 ramps and bridge d
eck with its own forc
es, 
The materials sugge
sted for this sealing 
were an 
emulsified asphalt an
d a ceramic aggrega
te" Since the Depar
tment 
had no experience wi
th this particular ag
gregate, it was decid
ed to 
seal a test section o
n one of the Louisvil
.le streets before app
lying 
the seal to the appro
ach ramps and deck 
of Clark Memorial B
ridge. 
The Research Divisi
on was asked to obse
rve the performance 
of the 
test section. The re
mainder of this mem
orandum contains re
marks 
concerning the const
ruction and material
s used. 
A section approxima
tely 1000 feet long in
 the southbound 
lane of Poplar Level
 Road, Louisville, K
entucky, was selecte
d to 
receive a test applic
ation of the sea\ coa
L This test section
 was just 
north of the intersec
tion of Poplar Level
 Road with Trevilian
 Way. 
The northern portion
 of the test section w
as nearly level while
 the 
southern portion was
 on an approximately
 So/o grade, Traffic a
t the 
intersection was con
trolled by a signal, a
nd thus the southboun
d traffic 
was accelerating upg
rade from a stop. 
'' Florence, R. L.,
 "Bridge Resurfacin
g with Silica Sand-A
sphalt 
Mixture," Departm
ent Report, March, 
1961, 
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The aggregate used on the test section was a black, 
wet-bottom boiler slag obtained from the Clifty Creek Power Plant 
at Madison, Indiana. The aggregate is a hard, black, angular sub-
stance of fused silica, iron, and aluminum oxides. In this area the 
aggregate is distributed by Black Beauty of Ohio, Inc., Cincinr>ati, 
Ohio. The gradation of this aggregate as used on the test strip· is 
shown in Fig. L In order to obtaip an indication of the wear of the 
Black Beauty aggregate, an abrasion test was performed using 
ChargeD of ASTM Designation C-131-47. A test was run on a 
sample of the slag aggregate and another was run on' a limestone 
aggregate from Central Rock Quarry in Lexington. The results 
are shown in Fig. 2. 
The binder used was a RS-2 emulsion obtained from 
the American Biturnuls and Asphalt Company of Louisville. On a 
portion of the test strip, RS-2 with neoprene rubber latex added at 
the rate of I gall.on of latex to 40 gallons of emulsion was used. On 
the remainder of the section of the binder was the RS-2 with no addi-
tive. Results of the laboratory tests on the emulsion are given in 
Table I. Difficulty was encountered in running the viscosity test and 
it was thought that the emulsion may have broken somewhat prior to 
testing. 
The application of ernul sian to the roadway was started 
at about 9:00a.m. on October 6, 1961, when the temperature and the 
relative humidity at Standiford Field were reported to be 55"F and 80 
percenL The aggre•gate was spread by a Flaherty Spreadmaster and 
a 4-ton pneumatic roller was available for rolling purposes. The 
seal coat was completed at approximately 11:30 a.. m. and traffic was 
kept off the section until about 2:00p.m. when the te.mperature and 
rel.a.tive humidity were 74"F and 44 percent. A photograph of the 
seal coat on the latex section soon after rolling is shown in Fig. 3. 
A layout of the test sectior, shows the rates of application and the ma-
terials used (See Fig. 4). 
A visual inspection of the test site was made on 
October I 0. It appea.re d that the aggregate was being retained satis-
factoriLy; this was particularly so in the case of the binder contain-
ing the latex. The aggregate did not appear to be polished to any 
significant degree. 
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Fig. 4. Layout of Test Section. 
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Table 1. Laboratory Tests on Emulsified Asphalts 
______ Sar:~pled .fro::>_!'op~ar Level Road Seal-Coating 
RS-2 
Test W /Latex 
Viscosity, Saybolt--.Furol 271 
RS-2 
·------= 
669 _.§~::>..l:__".:t. 12_32~ Sec_:, ___________________ _ 
Water Content (Percent) 
Penetration on Residue by 
Evaporation, 77"F, l.OO g, 5 sec. 
Str'1pping Test 
AASHO T-182-27 
Stripping After Agita.ticn 
for 7-l/2 hrs. 
Ductility of Residue by 
Evaporation (em) 
5 c;mlmP·. at 77"F. 
c . .,. .~ 
. ·~~·<_ ":!!:: 
32.6 31.4 
!50 165 
None None 
None None 
!50+ 110; 150+ 
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Table 2. Summary of Weather Data, Standiford Field, 
_________ Ken!ucky __________________________________ __ 
-ael. 
Temp. Hum. 
pate j_uJ~_) ___ __!irne _____ ( °F) _ __j_'!£_) -~rna:::_~--
Oct. 6 
Oct. 11 
7:00 a. rn. 
8:00 a. rn. 
9:00 a.m. 
10:00 a.m. 
11:00 a.m. 
12:00 noon 
1:00 p. rn. 
2:00p.m. 
7:00a.m. 
8:00 a.m. 
9:00a.m. 
46 
48 
55 
61 
71 
72 
73 
74 
54 
59 
61 
89 
93 
80 
70 
41 
38 
84 
44 
90 
83 
85 
10:00 a. rn. 70 64 
111:00 a. rn. 74 56 
12:00 noon 74 60 
1:00 p. rn. 75 56 
2:00 p. rn. 77 52 
3:00 p. rn. 81 48 
_______ __!: o ~-.E.:._rn .___ _8 _1 ____ 4--'-9 __ 
Oct. 12 7:00 a. rn. 
8:00a.m. 
9:00 a. rn. 
10:00 a.m. 
11:00 a. rn. 
12:00 noon 
1:00p.rn. 
2:00 p. rn. 
3:00p.m. 
57 
60 
64 
70 
75 
78 
80 
82 
84 
100 
93 
90 
79 
74 
71 
67 
53 
40 
Min. Temp. 
Sky 
Condition -
Clear 
Max. Temp. 
Min. Temp. 
Sky 
Condition -
:Sroken 
to 
Overcast 
Max. Temp. 
Min. Temp. 
Sky 
Condition -
Clear 
Max. Temp. 
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On the basis of the performance of the test section over a period of approximately a week, the Maintenance Division decided to seal the approaches and deck of the Clark Memorial Bridge with the Bl.ack Beauty aggregate and the RS-2 emulsion with the latex additive. The equipment available for use was the same as that used on Poplar Level Road. The sealing was started on October 11, and. completed on October 12. The aggregate was applied at a rate of 24 lbs. per square yard and the emulsion at a rate of 0. 3 gallon per square yard. A total of 25,000 square yards was sealed at a cost of $0.165 per square yard. 
On January 25, 1962, a visual inspection was made of the seal' coat on the bridge as well as on the Poplar Level Road test .site. It was noted that much of the aggregate had been lost, but there stil.l remained sufficient aggregate that it could be very definitely felt by the hand when rubbed over the surface. More aggregate appeared to have been retained at the Poplar Level Road site than at Clark Memorial Bridge. This may be attributed to the difference in traffic carried by the two roads. Potholes and scaling had already started to develop on the approaches and deck of the Clark Memorial Bridge. Some of the distress appeared to be a scaling of the sand-asphalt resurfacing that was placed in 1958. The material has been thrown out of these areas to depths of onl.y l/2 inch or so. It has been reported, however .. that. in many of the areas which had been patched, the concrete deck itself had deteriorated and popped out, and in some 1nstances the reinforcing steel vv·as exposed" Extensive maintenance patchwork has already been required to maintain the approaches in a reasonable condition. 
RCD:dl 
